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Electric-field  control  of  phase  transformation  with  ion  transfer  is  of  great

interest  in  materials  science  with  enormous  practical  applications,  such  as

batteries1, smart windows2, fuel cells3, etc. Although increasing numbers of the

transport ion species and the corresponding controllable crystalline phases can

greatly enrich the material functionalities, studies have so far targeted mainly by

the evolution of single ionic species (e.g. O2-, H+, Li+, etc.) 4-10. Here we report the

reversible and nonvolatile electric-field control of dual-ion (with both O2- and H+)

phase transformation with the discovery of the exotic tri-state electrochromic2

and magnetoelectric11 effects. With the independently controllable O2- and H+ ion

insertion and extraction, we realize the reversible phase transformation among

three phases  –  the  perovskite  SrCoO3-δ
12,  brownmillerite  SrCoO2.5

13
 and  a

hitherto-unexplored  SrCoO2.5H.  Due  to  their  distinct  optical  absorption,  we

demonstrate a selective manipulation of the spectra optical transparency among

the  visible-light  and  infrared  regions,  revealing  a  fascinating  dual-band

electrochromic effect with promising applications in smart windows2, 9. Moreover,

the stark different magnetic and electric properties of SrCoO2.5H (ferromagnetic

insulator)  as  compared  with  SrCoO3-δ  (ferromagnetic  metal)12 and  SrCoO2.5

(antiferromagnetic  insulator)13 reveal  an  intriguing  concept  of  tri-state

magnetoelectric coupling with the deterministic electric-field control of the three

different magnetic ground states. These findings open up new opportunities for

the  electric-field  control  of  multi-state  phase  transformation  with  novel
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crystalline structures and rich functionalities. 

Among all the possible anions and cations, the oxygen and hydrogen ions provide the

most accessible and effective pathways for inducing the phase transformation with

novel  electronic  and  magnetic  properties.  Although  this  transformation  can  be

achieved  conventionally  with  thermal  annealing12-18,  the  electric  field  control  has

unique  advantages  due  to  its  excellent  accessibility  and  tunability  with  extended

functionalities4-8. In recent years, the electronic-field controllable ionic liquid gating

(ILG)  has  emerged  as  an  attractive  controlling  knob  for  manipulating  material

properties  not  only  through  well-established  electrostatic  doping19-21,  but  also  by

inducing phase transformation with ion transfer through its intrinsic electrochemical

effect22. It has been reported that the ILG can induce either oxygen  anion4 or hydrogen

cation7,  8 evolution in  some  material  systems,  as  schematically  demonstrated

in Figures 1a, b,  while the selective control of bipolar (with both O2- and H+) ion

switch has yet to be explored. Here we demonstrate for the first time a reversible and

nonvolatile electric-field controlled tri-state phase transformation among three distinct

crystalline structures through the dual-ion (both O2- and H+) switch (Figure 1c). 

The brownmillerite SrCoO2.5 was carefully selected as the model system in this study

due to the facts that its well-ordered oxygen vacancy channels and multivalent Co

ions13 provide  the  most  favorable  condition  for  the  ionic  diffusion23 and  valence

change5, 12  for the phase transformation.  Our experiments were performed on high-

quality  epitaxial  SrCoO2.5  thin  films  grown  on  (LaAlO3)0.3-(SrAl0.5Ta0.5O3)0.7 (001)

(LSAT) substrate by pulsed laser deposition. The excellent crystalline quality of the

as-grown samples were confirmed with the high-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD,

green  curve  in  Figure  1d),  reciprocal  space  mapping  (RSM)  and  rocking  curve

(Extended Data Figures 1a, b) measurements. 

To provide direct evidence of the structural transition between different phases, we

first performed In-situ XRD measurements during the ionic liquid gating (methods).

Figure 1e  shows the evolution of the characteristic diffraction peaks upon a closed

loop of positive and negative gating voltages. The gating voltages were selected based

on a systematic analysis of the phase transformations with different gating voltages
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(Extended Figures 2a-h). With the positive gating of +3.5 V, the (008) diffraction

peak  (~45.7o)  of  the  brownmillerite  phase  diminishes  gradually  and  eventually

disappears,  and a  new diffraction peak at  ~44.0o starts  to  develop,  suggesting the

emergence  of  a  new phase  (denoted as  “phase  A” temporarily).  By reversing the

gating  voltage  to  -2.3  V,  the  system can  be  reverted  back  to  the  brownmillerite

SrCoO2.5 phase, and then further increase the negative gating voltage to -2.7 V can

transform  the  system  into  the  perovskite  SrCoO3-δ phase  with  the  characteristic

diffraction peak (002) at ~47.7o. More interestingly, the transformation between the

brownmillerite and the perovskite phases is also reversible by switching the gating

voltage  to  +1.8  V.  Thus,  with  the  ILG,  we  achieve  the  reversible  phase

transformations among three phases, and indeed the phase transformations can also be

controlled between the brownmillite phase and others (Extended Data Figures 2i, j).

It is important to note that these transformations are nonvolatile, as confirmed with

the ex-situ XRD measurements without the gating voltage (Figure 1d), which makes

all the  ex-situ studies possible and provides broader range of applications. From the

comparison of  the  ex-situ  detailed XRD measurements,  the similar  super-structure

diffractions between the SrCoO2.5 and phase A (green and blue curves respectively in

Figure 1d) suggest an alternating arrangement of the oxygen polyhedral layers13 in

these two phases, which however does not exist in the perovskite SrCoO3-δ phase (red

curve  in  Figure  1d).  Reciprocal  space  mapping and rocking curve  measurements

(Extended Data Figure 1)  prove that the films remain of high crystalline quality

throughout the ILG. Additionally, the effective and generic natures of this approach

are  further  extended  with  the  controlled  experiments  on  films  with  different

thicknesses and strain states (Extended Data Figure 3). 

To investigate  the  valence states  of the Co cations in  different phases,  soft  X-ray

absorption spectroscopy (sXAS) was performed at the Co L-edge and oxygen K-edge

(Methods).  The peak positions of the Co  L-edge (Figures 2a) shift toward higher

energy  following  the  sequence  of  phase  A,  SrCoO2.5 to  SrCoO3-δ,  suggesting  the

increase of valence states and confirming the excellent oxygen stoichiometry (δ < 0.1)

of  the  latter  two  phases24. Furthermore,  a  straightforward  comparison  with  the

reference CoO spectrum confirms that the Co cations in phase A are dominated by the
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+2 oxidation state25. The O-K sXAS results (Figure 2b) show a significant reduction

of  the  Co-O hybridization  feature  with  the  transition  from SrCoO3-δ to  SrCoO2.5,

which is consistent with the previous study24. However, the loss of the hybridization

feature in phase A is in sharp contrast to the conventionally reduced SrCoOx, thus

establishing  itself  as  a  distinct  compound  from  others.  Nevertheless,  the  strong

suppression  of  the  sXAS  hybridization  featuressimilar  phenomenon was  indeed

observed in thea LixFePO4 system upon lithiation (Li-ion intercalation)26.

Subsequently, the atomic structural analysis of the phase A with the high-resolution

scanning  transmission  electron  microscopy  (Figure  2c)  reveals  the  alternating

stacking of oxygen octahedral and tetrahedral layers with periodic modulations of the

vertical Sr-Sr atomic distance (Figure 2d), consistent with XRD results. Specifically,

compared with the SrCoO2.5 (Methods and  Extended Data Figure 4a),  the Sr-Sr

atomic distance of the phase A is increased from ~4.3 Å to ~4.7 Å in the tetrahedral

sub-layers,  but  remains  nearly  unchanged  in  the  octahedral  sub-layers.  This

observation suggests that the phase transformation between the SrCoO2.5 and phase A

is mainly associated with the tetrahedral sub-layers. 

We  note  that  the  oxygen  extraction  and  hydrogen  insertion  form  two  possible

mechanisms for the reduction of the Co ions from Co3+ (SrCoO2.5) to Co2+ (phase A).

If  oxygen  extraction  is  the  dominant  mechanism,  it  is  reasonable  to  assume  the

chemical formula of phase A to be SrCoO2.  Extended Data Figures 5a-c illustrates

three  possible  crystalline  structures  of  the  SrCoO2 based  on  the  first-principles

calculations. However, all  calculated structures show that the octahedral layers are

dramatically  deformed  into  either  tetragonal  or  planar  coordination14,  which  are

inconsistent with the experimental results. Indeed, our energy dispersive x-ray spectra

measurements (Extended Data Figure 4e) suggest that the oxygen loss is negligible

during the phase transformation from the SrCoO2.5 phase to phase A. On the other

hand, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements (Figure 2e) show the

presence of pronounced hydrogen signal in the film when tuned to the phase A, with

the  estimated  hydrogen  concentration  for  SrCoO2.5Hy to  be  y~1.140.25  (see

Methods). Thus, we can identify the hydrogen insertion as the dominant mechanism
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for the transformation, and tentatively assign the corresponding chemical formula of

the phase A to be SrCoO2.5H, assuming the +1 state of hydrogen ions (H+). To testify

this  scenario  and  further  elaborate  the  crystalline  structure,  the  first-principles

calculations  (Extended Data Figures  5d-g) were performed and a  lowest  energy

crystalline structure with H+ bonded to the apical O2- in tetrahedral layers is suggested

(the right panel of Figure 1c and inset of Figure 2c). The optimized crystal structure

of SrCoO2.5H shows a larger structural modulation of both vertical and lateral Sr-Sr

atomic  distances,  as  presented  in  Figure  2d and  Extended  Data  Figure  4c,

respectively, in good agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, the presence

of the H+ in the SrCoO2.5H phase can be further confirmed by the dramatic variation of

the peak features of the oxygen  K-edge XAS spectra around 533-540 eV, where is

know for the hydroxyl features in sXAS27. 

Thus, combing the extensive experimental and theoretical investigations, we revealed

the exotic crystalline structure in the SrCoO2.5H phase, in which the H+ ion insertion

leads  to  a  large  positive  structural  expansion.  This  is  in  strong  contrast  to  the

structures of previously discovered transition metal oxyhydrides (e.g. LaSrCoO3H0.7
16,

BaTiO3-xHx
17,  SrCoOxHy

28,  etc.)  through  thermal  annealing  in  reducing  agents,  in

which  the  hydride  ions  (H-)  replace  oxygen  ions  with  the  negative  structural

expansion. Furthermore, our SrCoO2.5H phase forms a thermal equilibrium state in air

at room temperature (Extended Data Figure 6),  while the hydrogenated VO2 phase

gradually returns back to the dehydrogenated phase18.

We want to emphasize that although the unipolar (involving only the O2-  ion) phase

transformation between the SrCoO2.5  and SrCoO3-δ  have already been achieved with

the  thermal  annealing12 and  electrochemical  redox  reaction5,  the  current  study

demonstrates a conceptually new pathway to achieve the deterministic and reversible

electric-field control of the tri-state phase transformation through the selective bipolar

and dual-ion (both O2- and H+) switch, as summarized in Figure 1c. 

Armed with the knowledge of the crystalline structures and elemental compositions

for all three phases, we identify the electrolysis of water as the most promising origin

for O2- and H- ions (Methods and Extended Data Figures 7a, b). Indeed, we were
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able to demonstrate the liquid gating induced phase transformations with several ionic

liquids,  which all  possess  considerable  amount of water  residual  (Extended Data

Figure 8). Furthermore, by doping the ionic liquids with heavy water, using SIMS

measurements,  we  were  able  to  trace  a  clear  deuterium  (D)  signal  uniformed

distributed inside the SrCoO2.5H, which nails down the water inside ionic liquid as the

origin  of  the  ions  for  the  phase  transformations  (Methods  and  Extended  Data

Figures 7c, d). 

Owing to the changes of both valence states and crystal structures through the phase

transformation,  we  observe  a  fascinating  electrochromic  effect  with  electrically

switchable spectra optical transparency. Obvious color differences of the three phases

can be  seen  in  photographs  presented  in  Figure  3a.  Both the  ex-situ quantitative

optical  full  range  (Figure  3b)  and  in-situ  transient  (Extended  Data  Figure  9)

transmittance measurements show that the SrCoO2.5H phase has great transmittance in

both the visible-light and infrared regions, while the SrCoO2.5 transmits mainly in the

infrared region and the SrCoO3-δ blocks the entire region. Thus, with the electric-field

controlled  phase  transformation  among  these  three  phases,  we  demonstrate  an

interesting tri-state electrochromic effect with the superior large tunable transmittance

regions covering the whole infrared and visible-light (dual-band) regions, which holds

promising applications for smart windows2, 9 as proposed schematically in the inset of

Figure 3b.

Such an intriguing capability is attributed to the different direct band gaps of these

three phases. Through fitting of the optical absorption spectra (Figure 3c), the direct

band gaps of the SrCoO2.5 and SrCoO2.5H phases are extracted to be 2.12 and 2.84 eV

respectively,  which leads to the large difference of the optical transmittance in the

visible-light  region.  The  large  increase  of  band  gap  of  the  SrCoO2.5H  phase  is

attributed to the weaker p-d hybridization as revealed by the oxygen K pre-edge XAS

study  (Figure  2b),  and  is  further  confirmed  with  the  first-principles  calculations

(Extended Data Figure 10). The electrical transport measurements provide further

evidence of the associated electronic structure modulation (Figure 3d). The change of

resistivities  by  six  orders  of  magnitude  among  these  three  phases  and  their
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temperature dependences confirm that SrCoO3-δ  is a good metal, while SrCoO2.5  and

SrCoO2.5H are both insulators. 

Interestingly, the electric-field controlled phase transformation is also accompanied

with the change of the magnetic ground states. Macroscopic magnetic measurements

(Figures  4a  and  4b)  show a  ferromagnetic  state  in  the  SrCoO3-δ phase  with  the

saturated magnetization of 2.4  μB/Co (Tc ~240 K) and a minimal magnetic response

from the antiferromagnetic SrCoO2.5  phase (TN  ~537 K) 13, both consistent with the

previous experimental results12. Surprisingly, the newly discovered SrCoO2.5H phase

shows a  well-defined magnetic  hysteresis  loop with  the  saturated  moment  of  0.6

μB/Co (Tc  ~125 K).  The magnetic ground states of these three phases were further

investigated by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements (Figure

4c), which provide direct and element-specific information of magnetism29. The clear

XMCD  signals  of  both  the  SrCoO3-δ and  SrCoO2.5H  as  compared  with  the  non-

detectable  XMCD in  the  SrCoO2.5 provide  the  solid  evidence  for  the  changes  of

magnetic ground states through the phase transformation.

Corresponding  to  the  different  magnetic  ground  states  of  these  three  phases,  an

intriguing tri-state magnetoelectric effect11 can be obtained. Due to the rich magnetic

phase diagram of this system, several kinds of magnetic transition could be realized at

different temperature regions, as summarized in Figure 4d. We note that at the room

temperature  region,  the  SrCoO2.5  is  antiferromagnetic,  while  the  other  two  are

paramagnetic. Thus the phase transformation between SrCoO2.5 and others would be

accompanied  with  the  magnetic  transition  between  the  antiferromagnetic  and  the

paramagnetic states,  which is equivalent to the turn/off of the antiferromagnetism.

Clearly the current study provides a simpler and more practical method to achieve the

electric field control of antiferromagnetism at room temperature, as compared with

that obtained in the multiferroic with coupled ferroelectricity and antiferromagnetism

through sophisticated ferroelectric domain manipulations30. 
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Figures and Captions

Figure  1  |  Electric-field  control  of  tri-state  phase  transformation  between

SrCoO2.5, SrCoO3-δ  and phase A (SrCoO2.5H). Schematic diagrams of the transport

and storage of (a) oxygen and (b) hydrogen ions with negative and positive external

gating voltages in an ionic liquid gating device, respectively. For negative voltage, the

internal electric field formed by the ionic liquid gating can drive the negative charged

O2- ions into the films to fill in the oxygen vacancies. While, the positive voltage can

lead to the insertion of positive charged H+ ions. The reversed gating can induce the

extraction of the corresponding ions for both cases.  c,  Schematic illustrations of the

reversible  phase  transformation  of  SrCoO2.5 through  the  electric-field  selectively

controlled dual-ion (O2- and H+) switch. The crystal structures were obtained from the

first principles calculations. The red and blue arrows represent negative and positive

voltages,  respectively.  d, Detailed  X-ray  diffraction  θ-2θ scans  of  the  perovskite

SrCoO3-δ (top), brownmillerite SrCoO2.5  (middle) and phase A (SrCoO2.5H) (bottom)

films grown on (LaAlO3)0.3-(SrAl0.5Ta0.5O3)0.7 (LSAT) (001) substrates. e, In-situ X-ray

diffraction results  zoomed-in around the  LSAT (002) peaks under  the ionic liquid

gating with the controlled gating voltages. The strongest peak at ~ 46.9o is from the

substrate, and the peaks from SrCoO2.5, phase A (SrCoO2.5H) and SrCoO3-d are marked

by green, blue and red broken lines.
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Figure  2  |  Identification  of  the  newly  discovered  phase  A  (SrCoO2.5H).

Comparison  of  soft  X-ray  absorption  spectra  of  SrCoO3-δ,  SrCoO2.5 and  phase  A

(SrCoO2.5H) at  (a)  Co L-edges and (b) O K-edges, from which the valance states of

Co  atoms and the hybridization between O 2p and Co  3d can be clarified.  c, High-

angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM)

measurements of the phase A. The zone axis is along the [110] direction of LSAT

substrate. The calculated crystal structure of the SrCoO2.5H is shown for comparison.

The red broken line was used to obtain the corresponding Sr-Sr interatomic distances.

d, Comparison  of  the  experimental  results  of  the  out-of-plane  Sr-Sr  interatomic

distances  among  three  different  phases  (symbols)  with  the  theoretical  calculated

results (dashed lines).  e, Depth profiles of the H and Al ions on all three different

phases measured with the secondary ion mass spectrometry. The signal of the Al3+

ions  from the  LSAT substrate  was  employed as  a  marker  for  the  position  of  the

interface. Large amount of H+ ions is uniformly distributed in the film when it is tuned

to  the  SrCoO2.5H  phase.  While  for  the  other  two  phases,  the  H+ signal  is  only

comparable to the substrate. 
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Figure 3 | Tri-state dual-band electrochromic effect and electrically controlled

metal-insulator  transition. a,  Comparison  of  optical  photographs  of  SrCoO2.5H,

SrCoO2.5 and SrCoO3-δ thin films with the thickness of 50 nm grown on double-side

polished LSAT substrates. The size of the samples is 10 mm by 10 mm.  b,  Optical

transmission  spectra  of  samples  through  the  phase  transformation.  Inset  shows  a

schematic proposal of the smart window based on the tunable optical transmittance. c,

(αω)2 vs.  ω plot  of  the  absorption  spectra.  The  inset  shows  the  schematic  band

alignments for these three phases. To estimate the direct band gaps of the SrCoO2.5

and  SrCoO2.5H,  the  absorption  data  were  fitted  with  the  equation  of

(αℏω )2=A (ℏω−Eg ) ,  where  where  α ,  ℏω  and  Eg  are  the  optical

absorption,  photon  energy  and  the  size  of  the  direct  band  gap,  respectively.  d,

Temperature  dependence  of  the  electrical  resistivity.  Inset  shows  a  experimental

demonstration of the concept of the tri-state resistive switch. 
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Figure 4  |  Tri-state  magnetoelectric  coupling with  the  electric-field  selectively

controlled dual-ion switch.  a,  Magnetic  hysteresis  loops measured at  10  K.  The

magnetic field is applied along the in-plane [100] direction of the LSAT substrates. b,

Temperature-dependent magnetization measurements with filed cooling at 0.1 T. c, X-

ray  magnetic  circular  dichroism spectra  at  Co  L2,  3 edges taken at  20 K with the

magnetic  field of 1.5 T applied along the incident light direction.  Inset shows the

schematic  configuration  of  the  experiments.  d, Schematic  illustration  of  the

magnetoelectric effects at  different temperature regions. The distinct magnetic and

electronic ground states for these three phases lead to intriguing magnetic transitions

and magnetoelectric effects at different temperature regions. 
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